
The Egyptian triangle, Pythagoras and basic constructions

The word geometry comes from the Greek Geo-earth, Metria- measurement. The
Egyptians used geometry to draw over their land  the shapes of their fertile fields by
the Nile river. Once a year, the Nile increased its level of water which obscured the
outlines of the plots.

The Egyptians used a rope, divided into twelve parts with eleven knots, to draw over
and over their fields. Forming with the string a triangle, whose sides measure  three,
four and five parts of the rope, they got a right triangle that helped them to draw the
plots on the land in an orderly manner with right angles and perpendicular and
parallel lines. Pythagoras learned this trick from the Egyptians five hundred years
before Christ, and today this geometry is still used for science and progress.

Throughout history we find different graphic demonstrations of Pythagoras theorem based on the right
triangle. The Chineese graphic demonstration, very elegant and pretty, belongs to the same era than
Pythagoras and it is believed that he did not know it. Approximately two hundred years after Pythagoras,
Euclid, Ancient Greek Philosopher, also drew a demonstration. Two thousand years later, Leonardo da
Vinci drew another demonstration.

Chinese demonstration Euclides demonstrationLeonardo demonstration

DIVIDING A SEGMENT INTO EQUAL PORTIONS

1 2 3

1 2

3

DIVIDING AN ANGLE INTO TWO EQUAL PORTIONS

1 2

3 4
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Divide the segment in (5)equal portions using the Thales theorem.

1. Forming any angle with the given segment, trace from one of its
end points a straight line. Divide the line in five equal parts which
have the same length
2.Conect the last division with the opposite end point of the given
segment.
3. Through every division left trace parallels to the line traced in the
previous step. All these parallels divide the given segment in five
equal parts.

Perpendicular segment bisector:

1. With any radius bigger than half of the given
segment trace an arc with center in one of the
end points.
2. With the same radius trace an arc with center
in the other end point.
3. Join the two intersection points of the two arcs
with a straight line. This must cut perpendicularly
the segment in two equal parts.

Divide the angle in 2 equal portions. Angle bisector:

1. With center in the vertex of the given angle trace an arc that cuts
both sides of the angle in two points.
2. Choose a radius and with center in one of the points produced by
the arc trace another arc.
3. With the same radius trace another arc with center in the other
point produced by the first arc. Both arcs cut themselves in a point.
4. Conect the point produced by the last two arcs with the vertex of
the angle with a straight line.



Regular polygons construction given one side

Equilateral Triangle

Square

Pentagon

Hexagon

Heptagon

Octagon

Regular polygons construction given the side a:

1st- With center in an end point trace an arc with the same radius as
       the segment's length.
2nd- With center in the other end point repeat take the same step.
3rd- The point where both arcs meet is the third vertex of the equilateral
       triangle. conect it with both segments' end points.

1 2 3

2nd- Join the fourth point with vertex 1.
3rd- With center in vertex 1 and radius equal to the given
       side trace an arc that cuts the vertical line in vertex 3.
4th- With radius equal to the given side and center in
       points 3 and 2, trace two arcs that intersect in the fourth
       vertex.
5th- Conect vertices 3 and 2 with 4.

1 2 3

1 1 1

3 3

2

4
4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6

1st- Trace the perpendicular bisector of a. Through the end point on the right trace a perpendicular line and extend the given side.
2nd- With center on the left end point and radius equal to the given side trace an arc that meets the perpendicular line traced.
3rd- With center in the given segment's middle point and radius MN trace an arc that cuts the segment's extension in D point.
4th- With center in vertex 1 and radius 1D trace an arc that meets the perpendicular bisector traced in point 4.
5th- With radius equal to the given side trace arcs with center in 1, 2 and 4 to obtain vertices 3 and 5.
6th- conect the five vertices to obtain the Pentagon.

M

N

D

4

D
1

4

1 2

3
5

1 2 3 4

1st- With radius equal to the given side trace to
       arcs that intersect in O.
2nd- With center in O and a radius equal to the
        given side trace a circle through both given
        end points.
3rd- With center in 3 and  and a radius equal to
       the given side trace two arcs that meet
       the circle in points  4 and 5.
4th- Join the six vertices.

O O

1 2

3

45

6

1 2 3 4 5 6
2nd- Trace a 30º angle through
        the other end point.
3rd-  With center in point 1 and
        radius 1A  trace an arc
        that  meets the
        perpendicular  bisector in
        point O.

O A

1

4th-With ceter in O and a radius O1 trace a circumference which will enclose (circumscribe) the heptagon.
5th- With a radius equal to the given side, starting by 1 and 2, trace arcs which intersect the circumference in the vertices 3,4,5,6
      and 7
6th- Join the seven vertices.

O

1
1 2

1 2 3 4 5

1st- Trace the perpendicular segment bisector and from
       an endpoint trace 45º angle to obtain A over the
       perpendicular bisector.
2nd- With center in A and radius A1 trace an arc that
        intersects the perpendicular bisector in O.
3rd- With center in O and a O1 radius trace a circumference.
4th- With radius equal to the given side trace arcs over
       the circumference which will show us the six vertices
       left.
5th- Join the eight vertices together.

A

1

A

O

1st- With the compas setting the first center in vertex 1, trace four arcs with the same radius that define four points.

1st- Trace the perpendicular segment bisector and raise a perpendicular line through an end point.
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Regular polygons construction given one side
GENERAL METHOD

n(9) sides regular polygon construction given one side:

1st-Trace the given side's perpendicular bisector.
2nd- Centered in one side's end point and a radius equal
         to it trace an arc that intersects the perpendicular
         bisector.
3rd- Centered in the intersection of the arc and the
       perpendicular bisector and a radius equal to the given
        side trace a circle which will go thorugh both side's
        endpoints.

Make sure the perpendicular bisector intersects the circle by its upper part. That way the
perpendicular bisector is a circumference diameter. After this consideration divide, with Thales
method, the upper radius of the diameter into six equal portions:

6

12

7
8
9

6

10
11
12

4th- Trace an auxiliary segment making
       an angle with the diameter with the
       vertex in its upper endpoint.
5th- Divide the auxiliary segment in six
      equal portions (with a compas).
6th- Conect the last auxiliary segment's
        division  with the circle's center.
        Label the center as number 6 and
        the top diameter's endpoint as
        number 12.
7th- Trace paralels through the divisions
       obtaining that way the divisions
       wanted on the upper diameter's
       radius.

In this case we are aiming for an Nonagon (9 sides polygon). So we will set the center for a
circunscribed circle in the division number 9. If we were looking for a regular polygon with a
different number of sides we would set the center in the division named with the number of sides
wanted.

9

8th- With center in the division number 9 and opening the compass up to any of
the given side's endpoints, trace a circle. This circumference must go through the
other segment's endpoint.

9th- Take the given side's length with the compas and
       repeat arcs with that radius on the bigger
       circle starting by the given side's endpoint.

10th- Finally conect the points marked by the arcs
         intersecting the circle to obtain the wanted
         regular polygon.
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Given the circumscribed circle radius a: Draw a n sided (13) regular polygon:

1th- Trace a circle with the given radius lengh, Trace a vertical diameter:
DIVIDE THE DIAMETER INTO AS MANY PORTIONS AS AIMED SIDES FOR THE POLYGON WANTED
2nd- Trace an auxiliary segment forming any angle with the vertex in the top diameter's end point and divide it into
as many portions as wanted portions for the diameter (you can use either a ruler or the compass)
3rd- Conect the last auxiliary segment's mark with the bottom diameter's end point.
4th- Trace parallels through the division marks meeting the diameter obtaining the divisions wanted on it.

5th- Centered in the diameter's end points and radius equal to it, trace two arcs in which both intersections we
will find two focii (one focus in each intersection).
6th- From one focus we trace rays through the even divisions on the diameter to intersect the circle in two points
every ray.  These rays project on the circle half of the divisions in their outgoing intersections with the circumference.
Division 0, on the diameter also  must be included, even though we didn't need to project a ray due to its position
on the circle.

7th- Repeat the last step, this time in the opposite side.

8th- Conect all the points obtained on the circle. Remember to conect also number 0 on the top of the diameter.

1 2 3 4

5 6

7

8

Regular polygons construction
given the circumscribed circle.GENERAL METHOD



STAR POLYGONS.

The star polygons are obtained by joining continuously and non-consecutive vertices of regular
polygons.
Depending on the number of vertices that the original regular polygon has we get none, one or
more star polygons:

Stellating a polygon is to extend the sides to be cut back each other, so you get a new star-shaped
polygon.

 vertices
posible
stars

way of joining
vertices

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

15
... ... ...

1 2
0
2
1
2

14

-
2-3
3

2-4
2 3-4
4 2-3-4-5

51

4

5
4

2-3-4-5-6
3-4-5-6
2-4-6-7

To illustrate the box on the left we show the example of endeagon, which can hold
up to four stars depending on the number of vertices we skip.

Conecting vertices
skiping one

to join with the second .

Sometimes, by joining the vertices alternately we can find that
actually other convex polygons are inscribed in the initial
polygon. In such cases we will not get true star polygons.

STAR FIGURES,  IMPROPER STAR POLYGONS OR COMPOUND POLYGONS

Star of David or hexagram. Improper star octogon.

They are defined by N/M when N  is the number of vertices in the regular convex
polygon and M the number of vertices skipped. N/M has to be an irreductible fraction,
other way the strar polygon cannot be formed.

11/2 11/3 11/4

11/5

STELLATED POLYGONS

1 2

3

On the left we see the process of stellating a convex
pentagon.
This polygon can be only stellated once, because the
Pentagon only generates one star polygon.
The star Pentagon, also called Pentagram or Pentacle,
is a very significant figure symbolically, especially to
contain the golden ratio in their proportions

original
polygon

star polygon's side

In order to find out how many star polygons can be inscribed in a convex polygon:
n is the number of vertices in the regular convex polygon.
It is possible to make as many star polygons as integer prime numbers exist smaller than half of the number of sides
or vertices (n/2) and prime numbers with n.
Example: Eptagon (7 sides), its half is 3,5  and the prime integer numbers smaller than 3,5  are 2 and three. Therefore
we can join the vercices 2 by 2 or three by three.

Conecting vertices
skiping two

to join with the third.

Conecting vertices
skiping three

to join with the forth.

Conecting vertices
skiping four

to join with the fith.

When stellating a convex polygon note
that the first star that is generated is
the one generated when smallest
number of vertices are skipped to
inscribe the star in the convex polygon.
If we continue stellating it, we get the
second smallest skiped vertices star.
And so we draw, one inside the other,
all the stars possible that the convex
polygon can generate. The same
applies we inscribe stars in a convex
polygon starting by the highest number
of skipped vertices (reverse procedure).
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BASIC GEOMETRY, AND POLYGONS VOCABULARY
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Basic concepts of geometry:

Segment: A portion of a straight line defined by two endpoints.
Straight Line: A line traced by a point travelling in a constant direction.
Perpendicular segment bisector: A line that intersects or meets a segment through its midpoint in two
equal parts forming 90º angles.
Angle bisector: A straight line through the vertex of an angle which divides it in two equal angles.
Thales teorem: Two lines intersected by a set of parallel lines get divided in proportional portions. This
theorem is used mainly to divide segments in equal parts.
Axis: A straight line that express a symmetry a height or width regarding a figure or geometric set of
elements.
Perimeter:The path that surrounds a two-dimensional shape also referred as the boundaries.
Perpendicullar:They are lines which meet forming four right angles.
Parallel:They are lines which never intersect theirselves, so all their points are equidistant.

Polygons:

Polygon: A polygon is a flat and closed shape formed by straight sides joined by vertices.
Side: A segment which belongs to a polygon.
Vertex: A point in which two sides of a polygon converge.
Star Polygon: They are the result of joining non consecutive vertices of a polygon.
Pentagram: A star polygon.
Hexagram: A star hexagon.
Triangle:A three sides polygon.
Quadrilateral: A four sides polygon.
Square: A four equal sides polygon with four 90º vertices.
Rhombus: A four equal sides polygon with two couple of equal vertices.
Hexagon: A six sides polygon.
Heptagon: A seven sides polygon.
Enneagon:A nine sides polygon.
Octagon: An eight sides polygon.

Circle:

Circle:A set of points equally distant to a point called center.
Center: A point  which is equally distant from any point of a circle or from any vertex of a regular polygon.
Circumference: the distance around the the outside of a circle, that is to say, The circle's perimeter.
Radius:Distance between the center and any of the points of the circumference.
Diameter: A line through the center of a circumference which conects two points of it.
Chord: Segment which joins two circumference points not through its center.
Arc: A portion of a circle.
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JOINING POINTS WITH CIRCUMFERENCE ARCS TANGENT TO EACH OTHER

1st- The first arc is given with its center or we trace it with center on the perpendicular bisector of the two points that
must be on the arc. THE CENTERS OF ARCS CONTAINING THE SEGMENT'S END POINTS ARE ALWAYS O THE
PERPENDICULAR BISECTOR
2nd-We can join the points with segments while tracing each arc or join all the points before tracing any arc.
3rd- Trace the perpendicular bisector to every segment. Conect the last end point of every arc with its center with a
line. On the intersection of that line with the perpendicular bisector of the next segment we will find the next arc center.
4th- Keep on taking the same procedure till we complete every segment end points conected or linked by arcs.

Fundamental properties of tangencies

1- The centers of two circles tangent
    to each other are colinear with the
    point of tangency.

2- A line tangent to a circle is
always perpendicular to the
radius corresponding to the
point of tangency.

3- The center of any circle through two
points is on the bisector of the segment
defined by those two points. Any radius
perpendicular to a chord of a circle
divides it into two equal halves.

4-  The center of any circle tangent to two lines is
always in the bisector of the angle that the two tangent
lines form.

Tangencies: definition and properties

Tangencies
Two elements are tangent when they have a common point called the point of tangency. These elements
are circles (or circle arcs, in some cases also conic curves) and straight lines.
       A link is the harmonious union point of curves with straight or curved corners. Links are the practical
application of tangencies.
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The graphic formulation shows a circumference, its center and an outer point. The problem will be
solved making use of tangent straight lines through the outer point

GRAPHIC FORMULATION SOLUTION

In order to solve the problem we need some auxiliary paths that can be explained in four steps.

1

2

3

4

5

1st- Conect the circumference center with the outer
       point with a segment line.
2nd- Draw the segment's perpendicular bisector
        obtaining the segment's middle point.
3rd- With center on the middle point and a radius
       half of the segment trace a circumference that
       cuts the given one in two points, these are the
       tangency points.
4th- Trace the circumference radius to the tangency
       points.
5th- Trace two straight lines from the outer point to
       both tangency points.

Tangent lines: circle-point
Page:
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Inner and Outer tangent lines to two circles

Outer tangent lines to two circles

Inner tangent lines to two circles

Tangent lines to two circumferences

GRAPHIC FORMULATION SOLUTION Outer tangent lines SOLUTION Inner tangent lines

We need to reduce the problem to tangent lines to a circumference through a point in order to solve these
problems. We need to make an effort to forget the initial graphic formulation. Once solved the reduced problem
it is not too difficult to take the solution lines to the original formulation solving the initial problem.

-r1

t1'

t2'

t1

t2

(t2)

(t1)

1th- Trace the segment conecting both centers.
2th-  On the segment, add the smaller radius to the
bigger one obtaining a bigger circle out of the big one.
The smaller given one turns into a point.

THIS WAY WE HAVE REDUCED THE PROBLEM TO
TANGENT LINES TO A CIRCUMFERENCE THROUGH
AN OUTER POINT

r2+r1
r1 r2

3rd- Solve the reduced problem, tracing radius to T1 and T2, these cut the initial formulation bigger circumference in
two tangecy points part of the final solutions.
4th-From the center of the initial smaller circumference trace two radius parallel to the first pair traced but this time
inverting the position directions upside down. The points where these radius cut the circumference are the other pair
of tagency points wanted.
5th- Join t1' with t1 and t2' with t2

1

1

2

3 4 5

3 4 5

r1 r2 r1-r2

1th- Trace the segment joining both centers.
2th-  On the segment, substract the smaller radius
to the bigger one obtaining a smaller
circumference inside the big one. The smaller
given one turns into a point.

3rd- Solve the reduced problem, tracing radius to T1 and T2 long enough to cut the initial formulation circumference.
4th- Trace parallel radius through the smaller circumference center. So the four points obtained in the intersections of
both initial circumferences are the tangency points.
5th- Join t1 with t1' and t2 with t2'

THIS WAY WE HAVE REDUCED THE PROBLEM
TO TANGENT LINES TO A CIRCUMFERENCE
THROUGH AN OUTER POINT
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Oval construction given the major axis

Ovals are closed and flat curves formed by at least four symmetric arcs. It is usually defined by two axes that work as
symmetry axes for the arcs. It is used frequently in axonometric systems to depict circumferences. When the oval has
only one symmetry axis they are called eggs.

0 1 2 3

O3

O4

t1 t2

t4

O2
O1O1 O2

1st- Divide the major axis into three equal portions. The two points that set the division are two centers for two of the
oval's arcs
2nd- With center in O1 and O2 trace two circles with a radius equal to one third of the major axis.The intersections of
both circles are O3 and O4
3rd-Conect O3 and O4 with O1 and O2, the  points in which these lines meet both circumferences are the tangency points
of both of them with the other two arcs
4th- With centers in O3 and O4 and radius to the tangency points trace the arcs that complete the oval.

t3

Oval construction given the minor axis

O
O1 O2

O3

O4

1st- Display vertically the given axis, trace
       its perpendicular bisector and with
       center in the minor axis middle point
       trace a circle with a diameter equal to
       the given axis obtaining in both
       diameters the four centers for the
       oval's arcs
2nd- With centers in the minor axis end
        points trace two arcs with a radius
        equal to the full minor axis.
3rd- Conect O3 and O4 with O1 and O2
        Obtaining over the arcs the tangency
        points.
4th- With center in O1 and O2 trace the
      necesary arcs to complete the oval with
      a radius open to the tangency points.

t1

t2

t3 t4

O1

O2

Ovals constructions

Ovals are used to depict circumferences in axonometric systems. Actually any circle observed in perspective
is an ellipse. But the ellipse can only be traced through determining points and that takes long. So with a
purpose of a clean and clear depiction ovals are allowed in axonometrics to depict circles.

In axonometric system it is frequent to find boxes (flat or tridimensional) in which circles or volumetric shapes
containing them need to be inscribed.

Below we can see how to trace an oval inscribed in an isometric box, that is to say a rhombus whose opposite
angles are 120º and 60º.

60º 60º

120º

120º
O1

O2

O3 O4

t1

t2 t3

t4

Oval construction given the circumscribed isometric box
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There are many kinds of spirals. Most of them cannot be depicted
using a compass, those are the most common ones in nature.
Spirals appear very often in nature mainly in earth and sea
snails, but also in animal horns. Flowers, like the sunflower,
where all the seeds in the middle seem to grow in spiralish
directions. When spirals have three dimensions they are called
helices; tornados are conic helices. Also the galaxies look like
spirals.

Spirals were always used by artists for many abstract depictions.
Spirals have a symbolic sense that has been used since the
prehistoric age, very ancient painted spirals have been found
painted or curved on stones in all five continents.

These curves are used in design for decorating any kind of
objects or architectures. An ancient type of greek style, called
ionic, used volutes, a couple of stone carved spirals, on the top
of its columns. Also Martin Chirino, who is a Spanish sculptor
is well known for drawing and forging iron to create different
kinds of spirals. Sonja Hinrichsen is a current artist who walks
on the snow drawing spirals with her footprints while she walks.

Martín Chirino: 1976
El viento (50) El viento de Canarias.

Sonja Hinrichsen

- Why do you think spirals are so frequent in art, architecture
and design?

- What do you think an spiral can stand for, what things could
you say a spiral symbolize?

-  For what kind of feelings or emotions would you  use an
spiral for a drawing?

SPIRALS AND CONIC CURVES

A                               B
F F'x+y=AB

z+v=AB

x y
z v

C

D

Ellipse

Directrix

A
xi

s

Focus

Vertex

F
F’

A’
Ax

y

z v

y-x= z-v=AA’

Parabola

Hyperbola

Circumference

Ellipse

Pa
ra

bo
la

H
yp

er
bo

la
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A spiral is an open and flat curve that turns around a point and away from it.

APOLLONIUS CONE
Apollonius of Perga was a Greek mathematician who lived
200 years before Christ. Known for his books about tangencies,
he became more famous because of his eight books about

the conic curves.

In the fourth book about conics,  Apollonius explains the ways
in which a plane can cut a cone to produce the four conic
curves. So a wood cone with five removable parts describing
the four curves is known as the Apollonius cone.

Depending on how a plane intersects the cone the section
produced can be a circumference, parabola, ellipse or
hyperbola.
These curves have many applications in science and study
of our environment in the Earth and the Universe.

The planets describe elliptic orbits around the sun, the circles
in perspective are seen as ellipses.
Any projectile describes a parabolic path. And also a beam
of parallel rays reflected on a parabolic surface is concentrated
at a point which is the focus, and operate the satellite dishes,
a type of antennas.

Comets describe hyperbolic paths and sundials are based
on the knowledge of the hyperbola.

These are just some examples of the presence of these curves
in our world. Science has helped us a lot through this knowledge
brought by Apollonius.



BASIC TANGENCIES AND CURVES VOCABULARY
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Tangencies:

Inscribed: Figure within another, whose vertices also belong to the outer figure, but not intersecting to
the outer one.
Circumscribed:Figure drawn around another geometric figure touching it at all its vertices but without
intersecting it.
Tangent: A line which shares a point in common with a curve, but it doesn't intersect it.
Point of tangency: A point which joins together two elements such as straight lines or curves.
Link:The practical or handy expression of point of tangency.

Other curves:

Spiral: a curve line which grows in a orderly way from and around one or several centers or a core.
Oval: A curve formed by four or more linked arcs. They are defined by a major and a minor segments
which perform as symmetry axes.
Egg: They are a particular case of ovals with only one symmetry axis.
Conic curve: A curve produced by the intersection of a plane with a cone. There are three types depending
on how the plane intersects the cone.
Ellipse: A conic curve whose addition of distances from any of its points to both focci (pair of characteristic
points on the major axis) is always the same.
Parabola: A conic curve where every point on the curve is equidistant from one point (the focus) and a
line (the directrix)
Hyperbola: A hyperbola is the set of points where the difference of the distances between two points is
constant.



PLANAR GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATIONS:
SYMMETRY ROTATIONS, TRASLATIONS AND DILATION.

ISOMETRIC
(= legth)

ISOMORFIC
(= shape)

ANAMORPHIC

The original figure and the
transformed one keep the same
lengths in sides and angles.

They keep the same shape but
different size.

Figures change the size and also
the angles lengths.

ROTATION
TRASLATION
SYMMETRY

DILATION

INVERSION
HOMOLOGY
AFFINITY

PLANAR GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATIONS
INTRO AND SYMMETRY

SYMMETRY
SYMMETRY:It is a geometric transformation in which every point and its simmetric are in the opposite
side of an axis or a center and at the same distance from it. There are two types of symmetry:

REFLECTION SYMMETRY (axis-line): Symmetric points
are on a perpendicular line to the symmetry axis, at the
same distance from it and in opposite sides of it.

POINT REFLECTION SYMMETRY (center-point): The
simmetric points are alligned with the center of symmetry,
at the same distance and in opposite side of it.

1

2

3

4

5

1'

2'

5'
3'

4'

1'

1

2'

2

3

3'

4
4'

5

5'

Central simmetry is the same as a 180º rotation with the
same center. It is also equivalent to two reflexions with
interseting perpendicular axes over the symmetry
center.Simmetric lines or segments around a center are
parallels.

Pairs of symmetric (reflexion) lines have their intersection
on the symmetry axis. When the axis meets a straight
line, its simmetric line cuts the first one on the symmetry
axis. The intersection point of these symmetric lines is
called DOUBLE POINT. Any point over the symmetry axis
has its symmetric on the same point, that is called DOUBLE
POINTS.

ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY takes place when a figure can be rotated around a center and mantains the same shape.
Therefore the regular polygons have rotational symmetry or fold symmetry with a number related with the number of
sides.

Traze the symmetric triangle about the
given axis.

1.- Traze the perpendicular line to the symmetry axis
through one of  the vertices. With the compass we copy
the distance from the vertex to the axis on the other side
to obtain the symmetric vertex.
2.- Repeat this step with every vertex.
3.- Conect the symmetric vertices.

1 2 3

Traze the symmetric triangle about the
given symmetry point.

321

1.- From one of the vertices trace a line through the
symmetry poynt. Make center with the compass on the
symmetry point and copy the distance from the vertex to
the center on the other side to obtain the symmetric vertex.
2.- Repeat this step with every vertex.
3.- Conect the symmetric vertices.

3 fold simmetry 5 fold simmetry 7 fold simmetry
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Rotating both endpoints:

1.- Using the method above, rotate the
segment A end point.
2.- Rotate B end point the same way.
3.- Conect A' with B'.

It is a geometric transformation in which  there are: a center,
a rotation angle and a direction.
The direction can be clockwise,  in that case the rotation would
mean a positive angle, or anticlockwise (counterclockwise in
the US) being that way a negative angle rotation.

ROTATE THE POINT(p)  AROUND A CENTER (o):
- Rotate the point p 30 º around the center o.

p

o

p

o

p

o

30º

1 2

p

o

30º

3

p

o

30º

p'

4

1.-Trace the segment OP.
2.- With the vertex on o, with the 30º triangle ruler or with a
protractor trace another segment forming an angle with 30º.
3.- With center in o and a radius OP trace an arc that meets
the last traced segment.
4.- In the intersection of the arc and the second segment
we find the point p' as the result of turning (or rotating) p 30º
clockwise.

ROTATE THE SEGMENT *AB)  AROUND A CENTER (o):
- Rotate the AB segment 45 º clockwise around the center o:

1 2 3

A

o

B A

o

B

A' A

o

B

A' B'
A

o

B

A' B'

Tracing a perpendicular line to the segment:

1.- Trace a perpendicular line to the AB segment through
the rotation center  obtaining a point p on it.
2.- Turn (rotate) p, obtaining p'
3.- Trace a perpendicular to the radius through p'.
4.- Over this perpendicular, from p', copy the distances
pA and pB. Trace the segment which is the result of the
problem.

A

o

Bp A

o

Bp p' A

o

Bp
p'

1 2 5 4

A

B

C

B'
B''

A'

A''

C''

C'

o

-80º
80º

AN
TI

CL
OCKWISE CLOCKW

ISE

A

o

Bp
p'

A'
B'

ROTATION

TRANSLATION

ROTATION AND TRANSLATION

It is a geometric transformation or a push on the plane determined by a translation vector. A
translation vector is determined by a length, slope and direction.

directionslope

length

A translation motion can be defined by:

1- A figure and a translation vector.
2- A pair of points(original and translated).

v

w

It is as simple as tracing
parallels to the vector
slope and in the given
direction by the arrow
from the figure's vertices,
copying the length with
the compas, to obtain the
translated figure.
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GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS:
EQUALITY, SIMILARITY, EQUIVALENCE

GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS: EQUALITY, SIMILARITY AND EQUIVALENCE.

EQUALITY: In geometry two figures are equal when they have the same shape and size (so they
both have the same area as well).

SIMILARITY: Two figures are similar when they have the same shape but different size and so
different areas.

TRASLATION: Below. A pentagonal shape
has been translated regarding a translation
vector while keeping its shape and lengths.

ROTATION: Below. A pentagonal shape has been rotated
180º in counterclockwise (anticlockwise) direction while
keeping its shape and lengths.

Dilation: On the right. A triangle and its dilated triangle show
the same shape, their sides are proportional and their angles
are equal, but they have different sizes and areas.

EQUIVALENCE: Two figures are equivalent when they have different shapes (or not) but they
have the same area.

h

20mm.

The area for an isoceles triangle is
given by the formula =(b·h)/2.. So all
the triangles on its right are equivalent
because the keep the same base
(20mm.) and the same height.

h

20mm.

h

20mm.

h

20mm.

major axis minor axis

di
am

et
er

EQUIVALENCE ELIPSE - CIRCUMFERENCE

"halved axes of an ellipse are average proportion
with the radius of the equivalent circumference".
In other words:
" the axes of an ellipse are average proportion with
the equivalent circumference's diameter".

Similar figures keep the
orientation and angular lengths, but
they are different in their sides lengths
attending to a proportion ratio, that is to say,
two similar figures are proportional.
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POLYGONS COPYING

GIVEN THE ABCD QUADRILATERAL, COPY IT FROM A ': By angles and segments copying.

A

B C

D A'

B' C'

D'

A

B C

D A'

B' C'

D'

GIVE THE ABCD QUADRILATERAL, COPY IT FROM A': by triangulation

Any polygon with more than three sides can be decomposed into triangles. For this, we can decompose the polygon
we want to copy  into triangles and copy them one by one. This way we avoid using the angles copying procedure
which is somehow imprecise if we are not careful and we can copy the polygon using only the sides of the triangles.

First copy the triangle ABD from A '. Once done
copy the BCD triangle on the side B'C '

GIVEN IRREGULAR HEXAGON ABCDEF, COPY IT FROM A ': By radiation

We simply use the angles and segments
copying procedures to copy the polygon from
the given point.

A

B

C

D

O

E
F

A'

B'

C'

D'

O

E'
F'

In this case it is about positioning
a center from which the radii
(radiuses) are drawn up to the
polygon vertices.
With it we will draw another center
and will copy the angle
magnitudes between the radii in
order to copy the distances
between the center and vertices.
Notice how we only draw one
circle to copy angular magnitudes,
this circle must have the same
radius in the formulation and in
the result.

GIVEN THE ABCDE QUADRILATERAL, COPY IT FROM O ': By Coordinates

A

B

C

D

O

Cy

Y

X

Dy

By

Bx Cx Ax Dx

A

B

C

D

O

Cy

Y

X

Dy

By

Bx Cx Ax Dx

It consists of drawing two coordinate axes.
These should form an angle of 90 degrees
and if we position two vertices of the polygon
with the axes we will save a step.
We will project ortografically the polygon
vertices on each coordinate axis and then
copy magnitudes of the segments in order to
build again the polygon.

EQUALITY

Two figures are equal when they keep the same shape and the same size. Two equal figures always
have the same area. For polygons applies equality: same angular magnitudes at the vertices, same
magnitudes of the sides and therefore equal area.
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FRACTAL SHAPES AND PROPORTION IN SCULPTURE Page:
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Check out laslaminas.es
Pinterest Fractals
Gallery by clicking on the
link or scanning the QR
code.

FRACTALS

Fractal geometry was discovered in the 20th century . Fractals are mathematic formulas or
equations whose points describe very natural looking shapes and which actually contain their
own shape but repeated in different gradually smaller sizes. This quality of fractal shapes, also in
many natural shapes, is called self-similarity.

In the second half of the same century, Benoit Mandelbrot who was a Polish mathematician set
the theory about the fractal shapes. Besides his studies, Mandelbrot also drew the Mandelbrot
set, that looks somehow  like a black rough heart colored in the outside with bright colors. Other
known earlier and simpler fractal is the Sierpinsky Triangle consisting in a black triangle filled in
with smaller triangles smaller on and on. The Koch snow flake is another simple fractal which is
a triangle derived shape that looks like a scheme of how water gets frozen creating a kind of
hexagonal star. The Barnsley fern is mathematic function whose points describe very accurately
how a fern (a plant) looks like.

Attending to the descriptions above give the correct name to every image shown below

CHANGING PROPORTIONS IN SCULPTURE

It is very common that two visual dimensions depictions show the
sizes of the objects smaller or bigger than the real objects of the
representation. But in sculpture it isn't very common to see sculputures
or artists who work changing the sizes of what they depict.

Ron muek:He is an Australian
hyperrealist  sculptor living in
England whose main feature is
changing the scale of human
figure enlarging or reducing the
sizes of the people he represents.

Claes oldenburg is a Swedish
artist, pioneer of pop art, whose
art installations or sculptures
were huge everyday objects.

Charles simonds: He is an American artist well
known by his "Dwellings" which were little tiny
constructions he made with tweezers,
sometimes round sculptures and other built
in holes on the walls.

Takanori Aiba is a Japanese
artist, architect, designer and
civil engineer whose sculptures
are scale models of imaginary
or inspired buildings which are
half way between sculputure
and architectures of curious
buildings or little towns.

http://www.pinterest.com/laslaminas/fractals/


DILATION AND SCALES

DILATION
      Dilation is a geometric transformation, it is a geometric correspondence between two figures in
which pairs of dilated points are alligned with the dilation center and dilated pairs of segments are
always parallels.

o

1

2

3
a

b
c

1'

2'

3'
a'

b' c' c''

3''
1''

b''
2''

a''

DIRECT DILATION: SIMILARITY

5'

o

INVERSE DILATION: CENTRAL SIMETRY + SIMILARITY

1

2

3

a

b
c

d
e

4

5

1'

2'

3'

4'
a'

b'

c'

e'
d'

      When a pair of dilated points is alligned with the dilation center and at the opposite side from it on the
dilation radiation, this dilation is called INVERSE. When the pair of dilated points is at the same side from
the dilation center on the radiations it is called DIRECT DILATION.

DIRECT DILATION: DIRECT dilated figures are similar and never equivalent. The scale factor for direct dilated
figures is always positive.
INVERSE DILATION: INVERSE dilated figures attend to a negative proportion ratio, they are equivalent if
the scale factor is -1. In this case figures are not similar but symmetric regarding two reflexion axes that
intersect perpendicularly through the dilation center.

GRAPHIC SCALES
The scale is the ratio, usually expressed as a fraction, between the size of the graphic or drawing
(D) and the actual dimensions of the object (R).

D/R: drawing measures divided by the actual or real  measures.

Reduction Scales: 1/2 (1cm from the drawing correspond to 2cm from reality. "Half of ..."), 1/5 (one fifth of ...). They
are mainly applied in geodesy, topography and architecture.

Enlargement Scales: 2/1 ( 2cm from the drawing correspond to 1cm from reality). "Double of...", 3/2 (3cm from
the drawing correspond to 2cm from reality).They are mainly applied in industrial design Plans, such as a nut.

Full scale: 1/1 (drawing and real object measure the same). Whenever possible we choose this scale for the drawing.

In any case the ideal scale always tries to find a balanced solution where you can clearly see every
detail of the drawing. The selected scale is always conditioned by the object sizes and the format
dimensions (A3 or A4 are more standardized) used for drawing.

35/46,6
35/46,6

8/10,3 10/13,3

5,5/7,3

10/13,3

6/8

5/6,6

25/33,3

20/26,6

18/24

17/22.6

14/18,6

16/21,3

11/14,6 35/46,6

27/36

24/32

5,5/7,3

E= 4/3

GRAPHICAL METHOD

Once the scale is defined we could make a note  on the figure sketch or
draw the measures that we will use for subsequent drawing by applying a
multiplication and / or division. But this method is not really practical.
Specially for parts or drawings in which we could find lots of different
measures.

The construction of the scale will allow us to read
directly, in the lengths of the scale,
the magnitudes we need.

10      5      0              10             20             30             40             50              60             70             80

40mm

30mm
E= 4/3
4cm from the
drawing are 3
actual cm.
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ALBERTI'S VEIL, ANAMORPHOSI Page:
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ALBERTI'S GRID AND ANAMORPHOSI
Fill in the blanks with the given words below:

     During the reinascence, centuries 14th and 15th, it was investigated how to get the most
realistic depictions. Some _________  and artists worked hard on discovering how to draw as
accurately as possible in a similar way to human vision. Leon Battista Alberti was a priest during
the Reinsacence who studied ______  and architecture. He thought of a way to draw  consisting
in a frame with some tight strings attached to it divinding it in squares.
    The artist could look through it and ______  what he saw in each square onto the paper that
had, previously prepared, a similar squared grid drawn. So copying the scene or object, square
by square, is much easier than copying the full ________. This is a good technique to copy
accurately any image, because the squares grid helps to place the elements in the right __________
and size. This instrument is called Alberti's veil.
     Albert Albrecht Dürer was a German artist who, some years later, made ________  ilustrating
the Alberti's veil way of drawing and some other drawing machines.
     Also in Renaiscence Anamorphosi was used to encript messages or images that the artist
didn't want to _______  in an explicit way. Some anamorphosi are made to observe the drawing
from a specific point of view so perspective helps to recover the ___________ from that point
of view letting the viewer see what it has been depicted clearly.
     An easy way to create anamorphosi is using Alberti's veil, but this time distorting the ________
along with the perspective. Currently there are a lot of street artists who like to make anamorphosi
in the streets, Julian Beever is one of the most famous. If we observe all his chalk walk paints
we can notice most of the floors he uses tiles forming squares that help him to "translate" the
drawing into an anamorphosi.

woodcuts · copy · show ·  image · position  · grid · distortion · architects · arts ·

Scann this QR or click the link to learn
some more about anamorphosis in
www.anamorphosis.com

http://www.anamorphosis.com


FRIEZES AND NAZARI TILES

A frieze is a sculpted or painted horizontal band,
sometimes done with geometric abstract elements some
other with figurative images, which always uses translation
to repeat the elements.

Depending on the type of frieze they may also show
rotation, and simmetry or reflexion. They also could
show another geometric transformation called glide
reflexion, which is the product of a reflexion and a
translation. A perfect glide reflexion example could be
the walking footprints on the ground.

Believe it or not, there are only seven types of friezes
atending to the types of geometric transformations
they use.

Translations frieze.Translations,vertical simmetry and glide reflections;

Translations, 180º rotations and horizontal
simmetries frieze.

Translations and 180º rotations frieze.;

Translations and glide reflexions frieze.

Translation and vertical reflexions frieze.

Translations and horizontal reflexions frieze.

THE FLIYING FISH

THE BONE

THE PIGEON

THE BIRD

THE PETAL
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"La Alhambra" is a palace and fortress complex built in the 14th century. It is a good example on
how muslims would build or decorate. La Alhambra shows the 17 kinds of geometric tilings and
they did it in a very original way. Starting by geometric patterns whose tiles were basic polygons,
they would change the polygons shapes into different figures having them filling in the plane
without leaving any spots left.



          The Arabs were specialists in developing this type of decoration. In Muslim culture, because
of the doctrines of the Koran, the artists and craftsmen must not represent human figures or animals
in temples, religious objects or books. That is why they chose this way of decoration,  in which
modules are not recognizable figures of people or animals.

But Muslim culture is not the only one who has developed the partition of the plane.
Mathematicians, artists and designers have also approached to study this interesting fact. Escher
or Vassarelly are two very good examples.

The module or tile is the basic
figure which is repeated in the
compositions of Modular grids.
As shown in the drawings on
the left, there are only three
regular polygons that tessellate
the plane, the Regular grids.

Modular grids: they are generally geometric structures in which a figure is repeated to form a
composition. These figures are usually polygons or equivalent shapes.
Modular grids composed of figures that fill in the plane without gaps are called tessellations.
There are only three regular tessellations (made repeating regular polygons).

The super-module or main module is a
figure composed of several basic modules
which also acts as a module in a
composition.

Simple grids are composed of one single figure repeated.

Composite grids: Are those consisting of two or more
figures that repeat. When these figures are tilings must be
polygons, even if they have different number of sides they
must have equal sides.

There are also modules or Modular grids composed of
overlapping networks or simple tiles.

MODULE
OR TILE

SUPERMODULE

The anomaly is a plastic resource that changes the order, the position
or shape of the tiles or units to attract attention creating motion effects,
or three-dimensional plane distortion.
Bridget Riley and other artists of the Op Art were experts applying this
visual appeal.

Simple Modular
Network

Composite Modular
Network

Simple polygon
Network

GEOMETRIC PATTERNS

The circles are also very common in grids. But as they do not
show  sides in their outlines can not fill the plane in a tessellation.
On the left, the ways in which the circles can be arranged to
accomplish pattern compositions with them as tiles.

Separation Tangency Junction

Overlapping Transparenciy Intersetcion

On the right we see two different ways to arrange the circles on
the plane.
These two forms were the basis that Muslims used to form them,
linking different intersections getting semiregular tessellations.
A semi-regular tessellation is one that with regular polygons
(all with the same side length) while filling the plane leaving no
gaps.
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See how the muslims created designs for their tiles
starting bycircles patters and other related videos
in the same playlist scanning this QR code or clicking
on the following link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfSjfYhmqcM&feature=share&li
st=PLF1A8C4B7B614EF24

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfSjfYhmqcM&feature=share&li


Movements in a plane:Dynamic Geometry: Isometries
A movement is transforming the position of a figure in the plane, in this case our modules or tiles.
Specifically, when we apply a movement, the tile will hold its shape (its sides, its size, its area and
its angles are equal: Isometry) but change its position in the plane. There are three types of Isometric
movements:
TRANSLATION:

ROTATION O TURN

AXIAL SYMMETRY OR REFLEXION

Translate a figure is moving
it, pushing it. All translations
are determined by a vector.
A vector is determined by a
lenght (modulus or
distance), a slope and a
direction

To rotate a figure you need a
center of rotation, an angular
length and  a direction
(clockwise or
counterclockwise). The rotation
center may be positioned inside
or outside the edges of the figure

Symmetry is a geometric transformation
operation which is present in many natural
and artificial objects. It consists of
reflecting the figure regarding an axis of
symmetry. All symmetrical points are on
a perpendicular to the axis, across and
at the same distance of it.

directionslope

length

Rotation
center out of
the figure.

Rotation center on a vertex
of the figure.
5 times repeated 60 degrees
rotation.

45º

90º

TESELLATION: Dinamic Geometry and equivalence

Tile transformations in tessellations: EQUIVALENCES
         We have seen that there are three regular tessellations (triangles, squares and hexagons)
and semiregular (there are eight), in which more than one regular polygon appear. We can also find
many tessellations whose tiles are irregular polygons. And being repeated they can fill the plane
(irregular triangles, rhombuses or rectangles for example).
         There is the possibility of altering the shape of the tile (mainly used in tessellations that only
one tile, figure or module) so that the altered shape fills in the same way the plane. These employ
equivalent figures .
           The equivalence is a ratio between figures (any plane figure) where the original shape
and the transformed have the same surface area.

           As we can see in the pictures above we have obtained an equivalent figure of the triangle
(called Nazari birdie) and another figure (Nazari bone) equivalent to the square. We got the new
figures cutting and pasting the cuts in a different places.
          These cuttings or transformations atend to the laws of isometries (translation, rotation
and symmetries). There are various procedures methods to obtain an equivalent figure, applying
isometries, also tessellating the plane as the original figures. The Arabs and M.C. Escher were
experts on this topic.
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PROPORTION AND GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATIONS
VOCABULARY
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Proportion: The relationship regarding dimensions between two parts or between a part and the whole.
Ratio: Same as proportion. It is the  relationship between two quantities, normally expressed as the quotient
of one divided by the other.
Golden ratio: It is a proportion between two lengths, so dividing a line in two parts, the longer part divided
by the smaller part is also equal to the whole length divided by the longer part. These two dimensions form
a golden triangle and the result of the division is always 1,618. This ratio is present in art and nature
constantly.

Equality: It is he relationship between two figures with the same shape and dimensions. A polygon is Equal
to another if their sides have the same lengths and the vertices the same angles.
Similarity: It is the relationship between two figures with the same shape but different dimensions. Similar
polygons have the same angles in their vertices but the lengths of their sides are different but proportional.

Rotation: A movement around a center which describes a circular path. A rotation is determined by a
rotation angle in degrees, and can be in clockwise (positive) or counterclockwise (negative) direction, in
relation with the center.
Symmetry: A  relationship between two figures or bewteen the points of a figure.
Line symmetry: Also eflexion. Each point has its symmetric on a perpendicular to the axis, at the same
distance but on the other side.
Point symmetry: Each point has its simmetric on a line through the center, at the same distance but on
the other side.
Translation: It is a motion in which every point follows a straight line in a particular length. A translation
is determined by a vector whith a length, slope and a direction.

Copying polygons methods: There are different methods in order to draw  an equal polygon to another.
Angles and sides copying: Copying the angles and transfering the dimensions to each side of the copied
angles to keep copying angles and sides.
Using coodinate axes:Setting two perpendicular axes aside and below the polygon they help us locating
every vertex projecting every point perpendicularly to the axes, so making a new couple of perpendicular
axes we can copy every distance and projection ray in order to form a new equal polygon.
By triangulation:Any polygon can be decomposed in several triangles. So copying every triangle adjacent
to each other is easy taking with the compass the lengths of every side in order to re-compose the original
polygon.

Scale: It is the ratio between the real size of the object and its depiction on the paper. It is always expressed
with two numbers; Drawing dimensions / Real dimensions
Full scale: 1/1, the object and the drawing have both the same dimensions.
Extension scale:The object is depicted bigger than in reality. So 2/1 means the object is twice bigger in
the paper than in reality, 3/1 means the object is three times bigger on the paper than in reality, etc.
Reduction scale: The object is depicted smaller than in reality. So 1/2 means the object's dimensions are
half of the actual sizes on the paper, 1/3 means the object is depicted three times smaller on the paper
than in reality.
Graphic scale: It is the representation of the scale on the paper. A graphic scale can be used as a measure
to set the transformed legths on the paper.

Alberti's veil: It is a technique to copy reality of other two dimensional representation onto a two dimensions
medium such as a paper, a canvas or a wall. It consists on fragmenting the full object of the representation
into squares, creating a grid and copying the content of every square forming the grid in a similar grid set
over the medium.
Grid: A net of straight lines that intersect each other to form a series of squares or rectangles.

Tile:In visual arts they are design units that are repeated to form a structure. Tiles can hold any kind of
shape and contents and they can generate different types of grids. The repetition of the tiles is leaded by
the plane transformations such as reflexion, the two types of simmetry and rotations.
Grid Tiling or Tessellation: A drawing or depiction formed by one or several units which are repeated
following a pattern or not in order to create a unique design. It is very common in everyday life being present
in tiles, architecture and clothing design.
Simple grid: It is obtained from the repetition of one or several modules.
Composite grid: It is obtained from overlapping two or more single grids.
Tessellation: A particular case of modular structure consisting in filling in the plane or a flat surface with
pieces,  performing as modules, without leaving a blank spot.



Projective Geometry

PROJECTIONS AND DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY
INTRODUCTION AND BASIC CONCEPTS
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PROJECTION RAY
PICTURE OR
PROJECTION

PLANE POINT OF VIEW,
FOCUS OR
CENTER OF PROJECTION

ORTHOGRAPHIC
PROJECTION

OBLIQUE
PROJECTION

CENTRAL OR
PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION

When drawing flat figures we use the Euclidean geometry. But when we need to draw volumes
or spaces, we always draw over flat surfaces, we need to use descriptive geometry, also called
projective geometry. This type of geometry was firstly used by architects and artists during the
Reinascence, and later developed by mathematicians such as the French Garspard Monge or
Rene Desargues.
This type of geometry is based in the concept of Projection. A Projection of a point is the resulting
intersection point of a projective ray, or projection line, through the point with a projection plane,
sometimes also called picture plane.

There are two types of projections: The central or perspective projection, whose projecting rays
come all from a point or focus and the parallel projection,  whose rays are all parallel. Rays are
always projecting elements such as points, lines or objects over the projection plane.
Regarding the parallel projection, it can be classified in Orthographic or Oblique depending on
which angle size the rays intersect the picture plane.
Parallel, orthographic or oblique, are used for the axonometric systems , which has one single
picture plane, and also for multi-view system, which has two or more projection planes. Central
projections are used to draw linear perspectives.

PROJECTION SYSTEMS

CENTRAL PROJECTION PARALLEL PROJECTION

LINEAR
PERSPECTIVE

ORTHOGRAPHICOBLIQUE

ISOMETRIC
DIMETRIC

TRIMETRIC
CAVALIER MULTIVIEW

AXONOMETRIC

ONE PROJECTION PLANE TWO or MORE
PROJECTION

PLANES
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In the drawings below we see first the multiview system projection planes forming 90º with each
other. In the next drawing we see the three planes unfolding. And in the third illustration we can
notice how the planes end up unfolded over the same plane which is, for our practical purposes,
the paper.
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POINT PICTORIALS IN MULTI-VIEW PROJECTIONS SYSTEM
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If we look at the last picture, we can see how the distance from the FL (Fold Line) to the horizontal
projection of the point (p) corresponds to the depth, while the distance between FL and the
vertical projection of the point (p ') represents the height of the point. Height and depth are
depicted and correspond with other views also on the auxiliary profile plane (PP), which gives us
a third view of the point.

P

1' 2'3'

4'

1

4

3

2

P'

3"

4"

2" 1"

c"

b"
a"

P"

ACTIVITY

Find a partner. Each of you will locate the two projections of a couple of points (A and B or C and
D). After that tell your partner the coordinates (height and depth) for both points . Then switch the
roll with your partner and at the end check both partners have the same drawings.

So, as you can see
the point P(p,p')
has four units of
height and two
units of depth

So in this page we have studied the basic concepts and
the fundamental operations such as locating or depicting
points in the space using the orthographic projections
multiview system.
This system is used frequently by architects, engineers
and designers to make plans for their creations.
As we can see depicting a point is a simple operation. This
can get more complicated when we make advanced or
more complicated problems.
On the right we can see the three views of a pyramid
intersected by a plane parallel to the fold line.
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SOLID MULTIVIEW PROJECTIONS
We have seen the operation and basic mechanics of multiview projections system. Its main use is to depict a design
using the views system. Below there is a sequence in which you can see why the position and orientation of each
view. In this case we have represented top, front and left profile views (which is always to the right of the front view).

ELEVATION
or TOP VIEW

TOP VIEW

LEFT PROFILE
or

LEFT SIDE VIEW

LEFT PROFILE
or

LEFT SIDE VIEW
FRONT VIEW

or

ELEVATIO
N

TOP VIEW

So once you have decided which of the faces will represent the elevation (front
view), top views (plan) and profile (side view) will be conditioned to that elevation.
This is decided or requested (in tasks formulations) in the first illustration of the
sequence with an arrow.

But in practice, this process will take place mentally and we actually have to decide
by ourselves the front view or elevation, or attend the exercise formulation and make
the process of the first three illustrations mentally.

Nextwe will show a formulation to solve it in a more practical and similar way we solve
our exercises.

AP.I.

PL

1 - The first thing to do is to measure the total height, width and depth of the solid to represent. We also need to
mentally visualize which will be the requested top view and profile view.

1 2

A

FRONT
VIEW

TOP VIEW

LEFT
PROFILE.

2 - Then divide the
graphic space into four
parts drawing a horizontal
and a vertical line through
the geometric center of
the graphic space.

We must realize in which
quadrant each view will
be depicted.

3 - In the quadrant corresponding to the front view or elevation (striped) height and draw the and full width and height
of the piece according to the measures we have taken in the past.
4 - We drop  the width from the front view to the part corresponding to the top view area. We will have already measured
its depth and thus attending to the scale we will place it so that  the top view outline gets centered .
5 - With the measures we have already set in the top view and the profile we build the left side view. This is done by
drawing horizontals from the elevation and taking the depths from the top view to the vertical line and then rotate them
with center at the intersection of the vertical with the horizontal which divide the spaces for views. Reference lines
(widths, heights and depths must always be parallel to each other and perpendicular to the two lines (horizontal and
vertical) that divide the space for views. Many exercises give us these "boxes" already built to proceed directly with
the last step.

6 - We draw inside the front view or elevation and then, following the same widths draw the top view where we must
place all depths from the various parts of the piece. Moving heights from the front view or elevation and depths from
the top view we can, without measuring anymore, draw full profile.

MULTIVIEW PROJECTIONS DEPICTION METHOD

FRONT VIEW

or

ELEVATIO
N

LEFT PROFILE
or

LEFT SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW

3 4 5 6



The word Axonometric comes from the Greek terms  Axo (axes) and  Metrics (measures).
Axonometric are those depictions of objects or pictures that have been carried out through three
axes depicting the three dimensions.
To obtain the axonometric axes, the three intersecting coordinates planes, which intersections
are the coordinates axes, are projected on the picture plane. Projections are always orthographic
and parallel. Sometimes projections are oblique, these form an angle different than 90 ° with the
picture plane, in that case the axonometric system is called Cavalier and it is not orthographic
but oblique. Cavalier system main feature is that two of the coordinates axes form 90º.

AXONOMETRIC PICTORIAL SYSTEMS
IMPOSSIBLE SPACES AND OBJETCS
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Getting focussed on the orthographic axonometric
systems, depending on the angles the axes form with
each other they are called in different ways.
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We call the drawing ISOMETRIC if the axes are projected onto the picture plane (the paper) forming
three equal angles (120 º). If two angles are equal but one out of the three is different we say the
drawing is in DIMETRIC system. And if each angle has a different size it will be called a TRIMETRIC
system drawing.
IMPOSSIBLE OBJETCS AND SPACES AND AXONOMETRIC SYSTEMS

In the same year Escher made his artwork called Belvedere Tower which looks like a twisting two
floor building and shows a character holding a neckers cube.

One of the earliest drawings
we find is the Necker's cube
in 1834.  It is a cavalier system
representation of a Cube which
faces or edges are impossible
to be thought in its front or
in its back.

Reutersvard was a Swedish designer who
drew a triangle in 1934, made with isometric
system little cubes, that seems to be
impossible to recreate in the true three
dimensions. Roger Penrose is a scientist

who likes the impossible objects
and recreational maths. He developed
the Reutersvard triangle idea writing along
with his father in 1958 about a kind of
impossible three-dimensional polygons
which sides seem to be twisted along their
perimeter.

Pictorial systems make possible to draw the space and
volumes which have three dimensions onto a paper or any
surface that has only two dimensions. Descriptive or projective
geometry is the branch of science that studies and set the rules
for these pictorial systems.
Since the 19th century there has been authors who researched
the pictorials of impossible objects or spaces.

Belvedere tower. MC Escher. 1958



The drawing is always started drawing the
full top view following the depths and widths
directions.

 Even though many times part of it won't be
shown in the final drawing.

From the top view we start raising heights.

In Isometric drawing we must draw a lot of
auxiliary lines that won't be shown at the
end but are needed to make a right drawing.

ISOMETRIC DRAWING

60º

60º

H
ei

gh
ts

Widths
Depths

ISOMETRIC DRAWING
PREPARING THE ISOMETRIC
GRID:
1-Draw a vertical line, choose a
middle point and draw through it
the two lines forming 60 ° with the
first one.
2 - Mark the vertical line every 0.5
cm. and through each mark draw
parallel lines to both 60 ° oblique
lines.
3- On the oblique lines intersections
we draw vertical lines to complete
the entire graphic space.

IF DESIRED THIS OPERATION CAN BE CARRIED OUT WITH THE PAPER SHEET ARRANGED VERTICALLY.
DRAWING ON THE GRID
The lines perform as the three main directions: Height, Width and Depth. All the drawing must be based on these three
directions or dimensions.

If you plan to do some steep plane such as a roof, it must be marked the line that sets the peak of the roof and the lower
limits of it, so from there you just draw the slope defining the plane, these last lines, as they are steep do not follow
the isometric directions.

FROM THE MULTIVIEW PROJECTIONS TO
THE ISOMETRIC DRAWING

There are two main ways to draw a solid from its multiview
projections.

The most common method is about drawing first the top
view and raising from it its heights as they are shown in the
front and profile views.

But we can also draw a "transparent isometric box" with six
faces adjusted to the solid showing its main dimensions
(height, width and depth).

Once this is done we draw on each of the box faces its
corresponding view to relate the elements from the different
views in order to depict them tridimensionally.

F.V. F V L. P.

T. V.

F. V.

1 2 3

This second method is perharps more efficient or practical if the solid is not simple. An advantage of this method is
that the "box" side faces areas that do not show  part of the solid can help us to remove part of the box and then we
will know that there is nothing to draw there. This mental process when working with 3D software is called "to extrude"
or "extrusion".
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LINEAR PERSPECTIVE:
SYSTEM ELEMENTS
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In order to draw a perspective we need to establish the elements that will make it possible, they
are the following:

The ground plane is a flat surface where everything stands, it is horizontal and represents the
floor. Perpendicular to this plane we need a picture plane where the projection or drawing will
appear through the intersection of the visual rays with this plane. The intersection line between
the picture plane and the ground plane is the ground line.

It is also necessary for obtaining a drawing to set the point of view that
represents the exact place where the observer is located.
A perpendicular line from the point of
view to the picture plane is called
Principal Ray and  determines the
distance between the picture plane
and the point of view. The intersection
point on the picture plane with the
principal ray is called principal point.

The point of view also determines,
at its same height, the
horizon plane which is parallel
to the ground plane. This plane produces
over the picture plane the horizon line,
always parallel to the ground line and
through the principal point.
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In order to draw a perspective we need to establish the elements that will make it possible, they
are the following:

The ground plane is a flat surface where everything stands, it is horizontal and represents the
floor. Perpendicular to this plane we need a picture plane where the projection or drawing will
appear through the intersection of the visual rays with this plane. The intersection line between
the picture plane and the ground plane is the ground line.

It is also necessary for obtaining a drawing to set the point of view that
represents the exact place where the observer is located.
A perpendicular line from the point of
view to the picture plane is called
Principal Ray and  determines the
distance between the picture plane
and the point of view. The intersection
point on the picture plane with the
principal ray is called principal point.

The point of view also determines,
at its same height, the
horizon plane which is parallel
to the ground plane. This plane produces
over the picture plane the horizon line,
always parallel to the ground line and
through the principal point.

PV

LINEAR PERSPECTIVE AND HUMAN VISION

Linear perspective, unlike other pictorial systems working with parallel projection, parallel lines, depending
on their position in relation to the projection plane, are represented as converging on vanishing points.

Linear perspective is the pictorial system whose drawings are more likely to the human vision. The
projecting rays coming from one point are very similar to the eye's visual rays, the photographic camera
or the camera obscura systems. One of the differences between this pictorial system and the eye or visual
camera is that their picture planes stand behind the point of view.
The picture plane in the eye is the retina, which is not flat but curved,
and in the picture camera the picture plane would be the camera roll or
the pixels sensor. As these "picture planes" are behind the point of
view the image projected over them is always upside down.

Its easy to turn around the picture in order to see it facing up,
and in the case of our vision system it is the brain the one that
puts together both images from both eyes and turning
them around.



ONE POINT PERSPECTIVE:
1 vanishing point

TWO POINT PERSPECTIVE:
2 vanishing points

THREE POINT PERSPECTIVE:
3 vanishing points

The three basic types of linear perspective are;
It is called "One point perspective" when there is one single vanishing point
and in order to get that perspective the object, the picture plane and the point
of view need to be set in an ortographic (parallels and perpendicullars)
layout. "Two point perspective" is the term used to refer to perspectives with
two vanishing points and in those cases the objects are set up oblique to the
picture plane. And "three point perspective" takes place when the object is
set up oblique to the picture plane and the point of view needs to be shown
in a much higher location than the ground plane.

TYPES OF LINEAR PERSPECTIVE
AND DURER DRAWING MACHINES
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 Here you can see three pictures made by Albert Durer, who was a German humanist. These are
three woodcuts done in 1525 in which Durer showed some tricks the painters used to obtain better
drawings. These drawing machines are based on the Linear perspective knowledge.
Some of these machines use strings that work as visual rays and can show over a paper that
performs as a picture plane the projections for the drawing. They have different appearances
depending on the type of scene or the objects to be drawn. They set the point of view, and the
picture plane with different arrangements that condition the roll of the artist.
In some other drawing machines the artist has to look through a peephole and so the artists can
see the objects or the scene projected over the surface to draw.



LINEAR PERSPECTIVE IN ART Page:
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PERSPECTIVE AND ART

Linear perspective has been known and used since the Reinascence era. And on and on it has
been used by artists till current days.

Antonio López is one of the most famous hyperealist Spanish artist. He is very interested in
the light effect over the objects and scenes but also in perspective and points of view. This
artist has drawn multitude of perspectives of Madrid some of his artwoks took him years to be
completed as "Gran Via", painted between 1974 and 1981, showing a crossroad in Madrid really
early in the morning so there are no people and no vehicles.

Leonardo Da Vinci was a humanist whose
most famous aspect was to be an artist.
One of his most representative perspectives
is "The Adoration of the Magi". This
artwork is a sketch, made in 1485, which
still shows the auxiliary vanishing lines
and their vanishing point.

Richard Estes is an American hyperartist who also uses linear perspective for most of his artworks.
His artwork usually shows urban landscapes. "Paris street scene", painted in 1975, is one of his
paintings which represents the essence of his artwork very well. Estes shows in many paintings
reflected images over mirrors or glass surfaces of the scenes.

Stephen Wiltshire is an autist British artist who,
despite his disabilities, has the quality of drawing
architectural elements or urban landascapes from
his memory with a very realistic appearance. He
is able to visit places for first time and, with a short
ride in a helicopter and a quick look to the town or
place, he learns the images by heart. Then he can
take a while putting them onto the paper.
He has ben invited to draw cities from all over the
world and he only uses a black ink pen and
sometimes some colors. He has been honored in
his home country and he opened an art Gallery in
2006.



PROJECTIONS:
PHOTOGRAFIC CAMERA, HUMAN VISION AND CAMERA OBSCURA

DIMENSIONING BASIC CONCEPTS
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The dimensions arrangement is conditioned upon the manufacturing process and the piece's role.  There
are two main ways to dimension a drawing:

But knowing these two systems we can find another:

Combined system: This type is the most commonly used and it uses both, aligned
and parallel systems of dimensioning.

Aligned system: Dimensions are arranged next to each other in one single level.

Parallel system: There are several levels with dimensions.
The longer dimesions stay underneath the shorter ones, closer to the drawing.

PROJECTIONS: PHOTOGRAFIC CAMERA, HUMAN VISION AND CAMERA OBSCURA

Camera obscura consists on a colored box in the inside with black, so the planes that form its
faces don't reflect the light. In the middle of one of its faces there is a little hole that lets the rays
of light get in the box so they get projected on the oposite wall, forming the image that points the
hole. Photographic digital and roll cameras work the same way.

Clasic roll cameras use chemical products to print the light over the picture and that way the artitst
were the ones who could carry out the printing task. Artists like Caravaggio, Vermer and Canaletto
were thought to use cameras obscuras as a tool which helped them to draw . They would use big
rooms as huge cameras obscuras in which they would fit the characters and objects to compose
the scenes.

In a camera obscura the point of view is in between the scene or object and the picture plane and
this arrangement leads the image to be projected upside down. Same thing happens to photography.

Same arrangement of the elements takes place in human vision in which the eye works exactly
as a camera obscura. The rays of light gets into the eye through the pupil and gets projected
upside down over the retina which performs as the picture plane. The retina is not a flat surface
as every other artificial picture plane but spheric which causes some curved perceptions of some
vanishing lines.

DIMENSIONING

Dimensioning consists on writing down the meassures of every part of the objects or pieces designed
through any of the pictorial systems in order to be built. Manufacturers have to look at the dimensions
to build the objects in a determined size. There are different elements used for dimesioning a sketch
and there is also some dimensioning systems. You can take a look at the glosary before you start
this activity to learn more.

Camera Obscura: Source Wikipedia Human Vision: J.A. Bermúdez. Source "Banco de imágenes y sonidos" INTEF
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PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
Projection: The projection of a point is another point which is the intersection of a projecting ray, that passes through
the original point, with the plane of projection.
Projection plane: a plane in which the elements are projected through the projecting rays or lines. Sometimes it is
called picture plane because it is where the drawing is obtained.
Depending on the origin of the projection rays:
Parallel projection: A projection type in which the projecting rays are parallel.
Perspective projection: A type of projection in which all the rays are projected from one point or focus.
If the projection is parallel there are two types depending on the slope regarding the projection plane:
Orthogographic projection: Is a type of projection whose rays are perpendicular to the projection plane.
Oblique projection: Is a type of projection whose rays are not perpendicular, they are oblique, to the projection plane.

MULTIVIEW PROJECTIONS SYSTEM
Multiview System: It is a system of representation that uses orthographic parallel projections to describe the elements
represented in two projection planes perpendicular to each other, called Frontal plane (FP) and horizontal plane (HP).
Fold Line: The line of intersection between the two projection planes .
Elevation or Front view: The projection of the figure on the frontal projection plane .
Top view , Plan or horizontal projection: The projection of the figure on the horizontal projection plane.
Profile or side view:: It is an auxiliary view which is used to describe better the figures. It may represent the right side
view, which is shown on the left of the front view, the left side view which is presented on the right the or both profiles
if necessary.
Depth: It is  the distance between the points and the vertical plane of projection.
Height: It is the distance between the points and the horizontal plane of projection. It stands for "how high".

AXONOMETRIC:
Orthographic axonometric system: It is a type of pictorial system consisting in three coordinates planes which form
three axes that arrange the three dimensions on the paper.
Isometric: It is a kind of orthographic axonometry whose axes form equal angles of 120º with each other.
Dimetric:  A kind of orthographic axonometry whose axes form two equal angles and a different one.
Trimetric: It is a kind of orthographic axonometry whose axes form three different sized angles.
Coordinates origin: The point where the axes of the system meet.
Cavalier system: is a type of oblique axonometric system which always shows a right angle between two of its axes.
The other axis usually shows 135º with the other two.

DIMENSIONING
Dimensioning tells us the acurate measures for every part of any piece. They are used in axonometric as well as in

multi view drawings.
Dimension lines: Parallel lines to the edge lines of an object. They have arrows or terminators on their endpoints.
Dimension Values: Numbers located over the dimension lines that express the true lenghts of any part in an object
Extension lines: Thin lines which are perpendicular to the object edges as well as to the dimension lines, they are used
to show clearly which parts of an object a dimension is referring to.
Symbols: They are used in dimensioning for giving additional information in a short way about the dimension of an
object. R is used for Radius, a circle with a crossed line for diameter or a little square before the value to tell that part
has a squared shape.

LINEAR PERSPECTIVE
Linear perspective: A pictiorial system based on the perspective projection of an object on a projection plane. Its main
features are the vanishing lines, which are lines converging on the vanishing points.
Point of View (PV): The focus for all the visual rays (projective lines) to the object points to be projected  (drawn) on
the picture plane. It is the center of projection.
Picture plane: The plane where the projection or drawing is set. For practical purposes it is the paper over which spaces
or objects are drawn.
Ground Plane: It is always perpendicular to the picture plane and it is the plane where objects are generally leaning.
The distance between the point of view to the ground plane represents the height of the point of view.
Horizon Plane: A plane parallel to the ground plane and through the point of view which produces on the picture plane
the horizon line.
Horizon line (HL): A parallel line to the ground line that is always at the same height as the point of view. It is the
intersection line of the picture plane with the horizon plane. Ground Line (GL): It is the line of intersection of the picture
plane with the ground plane, always parallel to the horizon line.
Vanishing Lines: These are the projection (drawing) on the picture plane of the lines which are perpendicular or oblique
(not parallel) to the picture plane. Every set of vanishing lines, parallel to each other, interesect on the same vanishing
point.
Vanishing points: The points, usually on the horizon line,  where vanishing lines meet.
Principal point: is the point of view orthographic projection onto the picture plane, it is always on the horizon line, and
the vanishing point in one point perspectives.
Foreshortening: Sometimes refered to human body and sometimes to perspective. When an object or segment is
depicted smaller than its real size because of its position in relation with the picture plane. Foreshortened objects usually
lay partially or totally perpendicular to the picture plane.
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